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“These are ﬁrstly the Sanur One Day Hospital
Project”, said Doctor Robby Thoeng. “Sanur
One Day Clinic (SODC) is a break-through
model in healthcare facility concept, changing
the landscape of healthcare business by offering advanced efﬁciency and effectiveness
with the presence of world class medical
treatment in only one day.”

Doctor Robby Thoeng

Senior Clinical Advisor dClinic

VLM Completes Preliminary Design Concepts and Layouts for New Bali Medical and
Vitality Centres
Dr Robby Thoeng, Visionary and Founder of
Vital Life Management’s (VLM’s) Integrated
Medical Vitality Concept, announced today,
“VLM has just completed the new design concepts for some exciting new Health Facilities
to be constructed in Bali.”
This week VLM’s Healthcare Architects based
in Jakarta, have just released the initial design
concepts for new Healthcare facilities that
dClinic will own and for which it will also provide the dClinic platform.

Sanur One Day Clinic will be strategically
located on 9619 m2 of land at one of the most
developed areas of Sanur. SODC will become
the new game changer in healthcare concept
in the Bali region and the rest of Indonesia.
Modern , purpose designed Architecture and
Interior Design will provide a warm friendly
non-clinical atmosphere.

In addition to the Sanur facility there is also a
second facility called Kerobokan Vitality
Centre. Kerobokan will offer a unique medical
concept in wellness, wellbeing, antiaging and
beauty in an oasis of peace and tranquillity by
combining Indonesian architecture and contemporary style to accommodate the most
demanding of clients.
Modern designed medical facilities to perform
aesthetic surgery, invasive gynaecological
rejuvenation, urogynaecology, one day care
services, physical rehab and mental rehab will
be among the services offered.
Kerobokan Vitality Centre is ideally located on
the main road in Kerobokan on 3200 m2 of
prime freehold land,
in close proximity to Canggu and Tannah Lot,
two of most popular areas in Bali for new
tourism developments.
Once the preliminary design concepts and
layout are ﬁnalised, VLM will be able to commission the next level of construction drawings.
Doctor Robby Thoeng went on to say, “VLM is
very excited with the prospect of commissioning and operating a comprehensive range of
specialty vitality and wellness services at
these new Bali Healthcare facilities, that will
utilise the advanced dClinic Platform and digital medical technologies to provide the best
customer experience.”

* For further details, please contact Dr Robby
Thoeng, MD, CEO Vital Life Management, on
+62 81999640531 or email
dr.robbythoeng@gmail.com.

